
Every week is a busy one at St Martin’s Garden Primary School, so we thought we’d take the 

opportunity to share with you some of the exciting things which have been   going on inside 

and outside of the classroom this week.  This week is READING MATTERS WEEK. 

Plum Class (Reception) We began this week learning the poem ‘Two Little Dicky Birds’. We 
made our own little bird puppets and then recited the poem to Lemon tree class. In Reading 
Matters Week, we have read ‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis Deacon. We labelled a crocodile using       
descriptive words such as ‘sharp teeth’ or ‘long tail.’ We need to have a big push on reading, as this will 
feed into their writing success. Please read at home every day to develop fluency and confidence. In 
maths, we have been learning about making 7 and 8 and we played a game of ‘who has more?’ We also 
combined two numbers and looked at filling a 10s frame. In other areas, we made a beautiful sunrise    
picture using watercolours and we are busy keeping fit! 

Lemon Class (Year 1)  
This week in Lemon Tree we have been learning the 
poem ‘A tiny burning flame’ off by heart and            
performing it with actions—this poem is all about the 
Great Fire of London. In phonics we have been looking 
at different digraphs that make the same sound and 
have been learning spelling rules using these. In maths 
we have been using division and practicing  splitting 
objects into equal groups. We have used our sentence 
stems to explain and reason in maths and read       
equations aloud in class. In PE we have been           
continuing with our dance sessions and this week we 
danced as a strong gust of wind, the fire spreading and 
London burning. When looking at our new story for 
Reading Matters Week ‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis  
Deacon, we have been discovering habitats and where 
different animals come from around the world. We 

have been focusing on the homes of      
crocodiles and birds and creating our own 
birds’ nests . In art, we have completed 
some observational drawings of eggs and 
used sketching and shading with pencil.  

Oak Class (Year 2 & 3)  

We began this week by celebrating Poetry 

Day with a focus on some of Spike      
Milligan’s silly verses. We started with a poem 

‘Smile’ which enabled us all to think about many 

things that make us smile. We all enjoyed giggling at 

some of his other more silly poems. As the week 
progressed we started to explore ‘Croc and Bird’ by 

Alexis Deacon. We have thought carefully about 

what animals we could expect to hatch from         

different types of eggs. We also looked very careful 

at a range of eggs during a sketching activity. 

In Maths we have been learning about 2D and 3D 

shapes, and as part of our Ancient Egypt Learning 
Enquiry we were fortunate to be able to listen to 

some experts from Bristol Museum 

Bronze Class                            
This week is Reading Matters Week and we 
have read ‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis Deacon.  This 
has lead us to learn about lifecycles and the      
natural world.  We have learnt about eggs and 
talked about  animals that lay eggs.  We have 
learnt that chickens and other birds lay eggs and 
watched videos of chicks hatching.  We made a 
tactile lifecycle of an egg collage, using egg shells 
and feathers, exploring and discussing what these 
materials feel like.  Bronze class thoroughly       
enjoyed our spring walk where we looked for  
flowers, blossom and collected materials to make 
birds nests.  The children have also worked really 
hard on their maths and phonics this week. 
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Silver Class    
This week we are reading ‘Croc and Bird’ by 
Alexis Deacon.  The children are learning which       
animals hatch from eggs and have learnt some         
onomatopoeia words to use for when the egg cracks, 
rips, whooshes and booms open!   
We can order new born birds into grown-up birds and 
baby crocodiles into big grown up ones. Part of the 
story is set during sunrise at a beach and the children 
made some beautiful sensory paintings using sand.  
We will find out how the story ends soon….. 
During attention autism we crushed egg shells and 
watched a duck egg being blown. For phonics we have 
learnt the ‘ure’ sound and for maths we have         
continued counting objects in two’s.  



Pine Class (Year 3 & 4)  
What a varied week of learning from 

Pine Class. We started this week with a 

poetry day and studied the poem 

‘Planet for Sale’ by Sue Hardy-Dawson. 

We used this poem to consider the    

impact of climate change and wrote 

our own version of her poem. We read 

‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis Deacon and 

started to plan out our own version of 

the story. In our Geography lesson we 

linked our work on ‘Croc and Bird’     

revising the continents of the 

world as well as where animals 

come from. Children loved our 

webinar from Bristol Museum on 

‘Growing up in Ancient Egypt’.  

Willow Class (Year 5 & 6) We have experienced a wide variety of learning again 

this week, from Poetry day on Monday when we explored sound poems and wrote 

our own to ZOOM-ing off to Ancient Egypt on Tuesday! The webinar about growing 

up in Ancient Egypt was fascinating and we were able to ask questions of the        

experts at Bristol Museum. In Maths we have begun to understand line graphs and in 

English we have begun a new writing topic based on the picture book 

‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis Deacon. We tried our hand at drawing            

perspective in Art to go with our poems and found it quite tricky to get the  

effect of distance. We have also really enjoyed getting our Reading    

Passports! Well done everyone. 

Gold Class  
Gold class have been focusing on Reading Matters Week by looking at ‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis 

Deacon. We explored our opinions of the text and familiarised ourselves with the key events before 

planning our own version with our own character ideas. We linked this with science by comparing 

and contrasting crocodiles and birds and their habitats, diets, adaptions and physical features, before looking 

more closely at teeth and beaks and how these aid their survival. In maths we have been excellent at        

subtracting two 2-digit numbers, multiplying and dividing by 4, or multiplying by 10. We were very lucky to be 

able to meet with Bristol Museum over zoom to explore the everyday lives of Ancient Egyptians! We have   

started fine tuning our basketball skills by practicing our dribbling, passing and shooting all in one activity.    

Well done Gold class! 

Aspen Class (Year 4 & 5) 
Another amazing week of learning in   
Aspen class.  We started with a poetry 
day based on ‘The Sound Collector’ by 
Roger McGough.  We enjoyed going outside and 
noticing a huge variety of different sounds.       
We wrote our own poems based on ‘The Sound     
Collector’.  This week’s art was also linked to this 
poem, we imagined a world without sound and 
drew it using charcoal. 
In Maths lessons, we have continued to learn 
about multiplying numbers. 
In Learning Enquiry, we enjoyed the webinar 
from Bristol Museum about growing up in         
Ancient Egypt.  We have begun our new text 
‘Croc and Bird ‘by Alexis Deacon, and enjoyed 
making    predictions and looking carefully while 
sketching a selection of real eggs. 

Platinum Class We started the week with World Poetry Day by reading and writing a    

poem about our endangered planet.  Our focus then switched to Reading Matters Week 

which has meant more reading to the children, more listening to them read and a close 

look at ‘Croc and Bird’ by Alexis Deacon.  The children also had a wonderful opportunity to 

join a zoom webinar held by Bristol Museum about what it was like to grow up in Ancient 

Egypt.  In addition, they have been consolidating their learning by time travelling to         

Ancient Egypt and sending a postcard home detailing all of the amazing things they learnt 

there.  In Science we completed our Healthy Bodies topic by analysing aspects of 

healthy and unhealthy lifestyles and determining appropriate advice to make 

healthier lifestyle choices.   

A positive difference, everyday, everyone                                                          


